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Expanding Universe...
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TCMB=2.7K, λ~2mm
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TCMB=2.7K, λ~2mm

Galaxies

CMB
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microwave projects: cosmic microwave background 
(primordial gravity waves, neutrinos, ...)

optical & NIR projects: galaxy surveys 
(dark energy, neutrinos, ...)

Galaxies

CMB
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telescope location: ground / above atmosphere

Galaxies

CMB
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CMB ground telescope location: Atacama desert / South Pole

Atacama desert, Chile
CMB
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Galaxy survey instrument: spectrograph / imager

Galaxies
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Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

Vera Rubin Observatory
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Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

Vera Rubin Observatory



EXPANSION HISTORY VS STRUCTURE GROWTH

Measurements of our cosmic expansion history constrain the 
parameters of an expanding homogenous universe: 

Small inhomogeneities are growing against this backdrop. 
Measurements of this structure growth provide complementary 
constraints.
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Redshift is not a perfect proxy 
for distance because of 

galaxy peculiar motions.

Large-scale redshift-space distortions (RSD) 
trace large-scale matter fluctuations: signal!
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Angles measured on the sky are also distorted by 
weak lensing (WL) as light is deflected by 

the same large-scale matter fluctuations: signal!

Large-scale redshift-space distortions (RSD) 
trace large-scale matter fluctuations: signal!



CMB measures initial conditions of structure growth at z~1090:
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https://wiki.cosmos.esa.int/planck-legacy-archive/index.php/CMB_maps

Temperature

Polarization

CMB photons 
also experience 
weak lensing!

https://wiki.cosmos.esa.int/planck-legacy-archive/index.php/CMB_maps


CMB: INFLATION ERA SIGNATURES
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lensing E-modes

lensing B-modes
GW B-modes

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-astro-081915-023433

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473

Lensing B modes already observed. 

Next target: 
B modes from primordial gravity waves. 

Key parameter: 
r = tensor / scalar fluctuations ?

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-astro-081915-023433
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473


CMB: INFLATION ERA SIGNATURES
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Lensing B modes already observed. 

Next target: 
B modes from primordial gravity waves. 

Key parameter: 
r = tensor / scalar fluctuations

Forecast sensitivity to r
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473

?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473


CMB: SEARCH FOR LIGHT RELIC PARTICLES

Measure gravitational effects of radiation fluid, including 
relativistic particles produced in thermal equilibrium. 

Expect Neff ~ 3 from SM neutrinos. 
Deviations ΔNeff are signature of new light particles.
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CMB-S4 forecast:

ΔNeff = gs [ 43/4
g*(TF) ]

4/3



SM neutrinos are relativistic in early universe (CMB), 
then non-relativistic (matter like) in the late universe (DE). 

The transition between these regimes is sensitive to Mν = Σ mν

CMB+GALAXIES: SUM OF NEUTRINO MASSES
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eBOSS: Alam et al (July 2020) Forecast: CMB-S4 + Rubin Obs
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991 https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04473


SOME (MILD) TENSIONS WHEN EXTRAPOLATING FROM CMB
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expansion history

CMB

structure growth

σ8=RMS fluctuations today

H0=expansion 
rate today



NEW RESULTS ON H0 TENSION
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eBOSS(BAO): Alam et al (July 2020)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991

tension is 2-3 σ

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991


NEW RESULTS ON THE S8 TENSION
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KiDS-1000: Heymans et al (July 2020)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.15632

eBOSS(SDSS): Alam et al (July 2020)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991

tension is 2-3 σ

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.15632
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991


GALAXIES: DARK ENERGY EVOLUTION
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w0 = -0.9

w0 = -1.1

w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)



GALAXIES: DARK ENERGY EVOLUTION
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wa = +0.5

wa = -0.5

w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)



GALAXIES: NEW RESULTS ON DARK ENERGY
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w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)

w0

wa

eBOSS(SDSS): Alam et al (July 2020)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.08991


GALAXIES: DARK ENERGY FORECASTS
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w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)

wa

DESI forecast

w0

https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.00036

2 SCIENCE MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENTS 24

Figure 2.10: Expansion rate of the Universe as a function of redshift. In the upper plot, the filled
blue circle is the H0 measurement of [106], the solid black square shows the SDSS BAO measurement
of [107], the red square shows the BOSS galaxy BAO measurement of [6], the red circle shows the
BOSS Ly-↵ forest BAO measurement of [47], and the red x shows the BOSS Ly-↵ forest BAO-quasar
cross-correlation measurement of [108]. The lower plot shows projected DESI points.

Figure 2.11: The w0 � wa plane showing projected limits (68%) from DESI using just BAO and
using the broadband (BB) power spectrum. Also shown is the limit from BOSS BAO. Planck priors
are included in all cases, and DESI includes the BGS and non-redundant part of BOSS. The figure
of merit of the surveys is inversely proportional to the areas of the error ellipses.

expect percent-level test 
of w0=-1 during 2020s

Vera Rubin Obs (DESC) forecast

wa

1+w0

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.01669

https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.00036
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.01669


GALAXIES: DARK ENERGY FORECASTING GUIDE

Contour in (w0, wa) translates to a sensitivity curve:
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w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)

w0

wa
best 
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COSMOLOGY TRENDS FOR THE 2020S

Our ability to constrain cosmological parameters is increasingly 
limited by systematic uncertainties. 

Our community is adopting many of the same mitigation 
strategies as HEP: 

➤ fewer & larger collaborations 

➤ joint analysis between experiments 
(cross correlations & joint pixel-level data processing) 

➤ adoption of blind analysis methods 

➤ exploration of machine-learning algorithms
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BACKUP SLIDES
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The optical sky is a data cube: θ × φ × r

θ (dec)

φ (r.a.) r ~ redshift z

1+z =λobs / λrest 
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Galaxy survey imaging, e.g. Vera Rubin Observatory

3.2B× 
0.04 arcsec2 pixels

6 filters: 
λ / Δλ ~ 5
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Galaxy survey spectroscopy, e.g. DESI

5K × 
1.8 arcsec2 fibers

3-arm spectrograph: 
λ / Δλ ~ 4000


